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1. vS5|^ ix8=8

Answer the following as directed :

(a) ^ *macro'
<pRR.oi ?

Name the economist who propounded
the word 'macro' for the first time.
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( 2 )

(b) ^ ^ ̂
^ ̂5im c%!St ̂  1^

i" ̂  %9^&\ c^iw

"National income is the part of the ^

objective income of the community,
including, of course, income derived
from abroad which can be measured

in money." Who made this statement?

(c) The Purchasing Power of Money
C^i^- CTO?

Who is the author of the book.
The Purchasing Power of Money?

(d) ^ ̂

During inflation, the general price level

(i) ̂  ̂/increases

(ii) "^/decreases

(Hi) remains constant

(iv) ^l^/None of the above

(Choose the correct answer)
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( 3 )

(e) c<Pi«iCW ^7^7

Which is not a cause of inflation?

(i) m ̂

Increase in personal expenditure

(ii) ^

Black money

(iU) ^

Increase in import

(iv) ̂  ̂

Reduction of tax

(Choose the correct answer)

(f) ^TR®^ ^ (E) = C^5f ̂  (C) +
^ (I)

Aggregate demand = E = C + I

(i)

Correct

(ii)

Incorrect

(Choose the correct answer)
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( 4 )

(g) LM

The reason for shifting in the LM curve
IS

(Fill in the blank)

(h) ^sm "ms

In liquidity trap

(i) ̂  ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂

interest rates are veiy high
(u) ^ ^

interest rates are very low

^ ̂̂sgT)

(Choose the correct answer)

2. ̂  Rsiwiii ft CTOJI IJlftgR CBW ftw
(Slfsuji X50 ; 4x4=16

^te short notes on any/our of the foUowing
(within 150 words each) :
(a) ^

Personal income and Personal
disposable income

Value-added method
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( 5 )

(c) srta
Credit creation of commercial bank

(d) ^
Monetaiy policy as anti-inflationaiy
measures

(e)

Say*s law of market

500 :

Answer the following questions (within 500 words
each) :

3. (a) ^l«rs •^'#1
I  ̂ Tpijlsps

^ I 8+4=12

Distinguish between micro- eind macro
economics. Explain the transition from
microeconomics to macroeconomics.

(b)

^smr/or

^INJT ̂  I

%nW5l^ ̂  1% ? 7+5=12

Explain the scope of macroeconomics.
What are the limitations of macro-
economic analysis?
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( 6 )

4. (a)

(GDP) ■nw ^ 'Sira ^ ̂
^IWIHI ̂ 1 ^ ^

5+6=11

Explain the various concepts of
national income. Discuss the income

expenditure methods of computing

TOT/Or

(b) ^
w I

11

Explain the circular How of Income in
four-sector economy.

5. (a) X5^ C5ROT "^1^#

Explain the cash transaction approach
of quantity theory of money.

"mm/Or

(b) ^ I j j
Discuss Keynes' theory of demand for
money.
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6. (a)

What is Inflation? Explain the main

inflation.

Tsm/Or

/-s —r r^eirsi ̂7^ ̂  ^ ̂  2+9=11

What is meant by trade cycle? Explam
the various stages of trade cycle.

- fe,

Explain Keyneslan theory of
employment.

^nm/Or

tS-LM "^4r3=U
•  . ..u

Explain the general equffibnum with
the help of IS-LM curve.

icfrir
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